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6. The case n = 3. 
In the present section, we shall study the symmetric case in some 
more detail but only for the special case that n = 3, c = 1 and that r is 
trivial (no spinsters and no taboos). Let i, j, k run through {1, 2, 3}. 
We are given nonnegative numbers ftik such that /tik= litk and "2, /tik= 1; 
the following notations will also be used, k 
(6.1) !tJs=hti; 
thus, fti+YtJ+hti= 1. 
As a special case (which we shall often use as an example), let the 
types 1, 2 and 3 correspond to the genotypes W W, W w and ww of a fixed 
gene which is not sex-linked. In such a situation one would normally 
take the coefficients ftJk as follows. 
(6.2) I 
g 
h 
11 
1 
0 
0 
22 
.25 
.50 
.25 
33 
0 
0 
1 
23 
0 
.50 
.50 
31 
0 
1 
0 
12 
.50 
.50 
0 
These coefficients would be slightly different if one allows mutations 
w-+ W and W-+ w, each with a small probability. Returning to the 
general case, we want to determine the collection P of type distributions 
(p1, p2, Ps) ("2,pc= 1) which are stable under at least one method of mating. 
As explained in Section 5, one only needs to consider the symmetric 
members {ncJ} of II =Il1. Thus, (p1, p2, ps) E P if and only if there exists 
a {ncJ} E Il8 satisfying 
(6.3) (i= 1, 2, 3). 
Here, Il8 consists of all nonnegative and symmetric systems {nti} satisfying 
(6.4) (k= 1, 2, 3), 
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and .! 7Cif = l. As follows, each such system can be represented by a 
i.i 
vector z E RG. 
(6.5) nn=Zr, n22=Z2, naa=za, 
n23 = n32 = !z4, n13 = n31 = !zs, 
Consider further the matrix 
(6.6) ( 
/n-I /22 
B = gn Y22-I 
hn h22 
/33 
gaa 
h33-I 
with elements bkh, (k= I, 2, 3; h= I, ... , 6). It follows from (6.I) and (6.5) 
that the equations (6.4) are equivalent to 
(6.7) k=I, 2, 3; 
(the three equations (6. 7) are linearly dependent since .! bkh= 0 for all h). 
k 
We may thus regard ll8 as the collection of all nonnegative solutions z 
of (6. 7), such that .! Z11 = l. 
If {nu} runs through lls, then the vector p = (pr, p2, p3) defined by 
(6.3) runs through all of P. If {nii} is represented as in (6.5), then the 
corresponding values P1 and pa are given by 
P1 = Z1 + !zs+ !zs, 
pa=z3+ !z4+lzs, 
(6.8) 
see (6.3). Let T denote the linear transformations z-+ Tz of RG onto R2 
defined by (6.8). If z runs through ll8 , then Tz runs through P, provided 
we regard P as a subset of the (pr, pa)-plane, that is, as a set of pairs 
(p1, pa). This is legitimate since P2 can always be found from P2 = I-P1-P3· 
The main problem on hand is to find the finitely many extreme points 
z<A> (A.= I, 2, ... , v) of the compact and convex set ll8 • Afterwards, one 
may proceed as follows. Let .x = (.x1, ... , .x.) run through the nonnegative 
vectors satisfying .! .x,. = l. Then 
(6.9) 
runs through all of ll8 , so that 
(6.IO) 
v 
Tz= .! .x;.p<J.> 
J.-1 
runs through all of P. Here, p<A> =Tz<A>, (A.= I, ... , v). In other words, 
P is the convex hull of the known subset {p<1>, ... , p<•>} of R2. Each 
extreme point of Pis among the p<A>, but some of the p<J.> may fail to 
be extreme points of P. 
Given pEP, one may ask which (symmetric) members {nii} of ll8 give 
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rise top in the sense of (6.3). In other words, which z E lis satisfy Tz=p1 
The set of all such z is denoted by T-lp. The answer is simply 
T-lp= { i lX,<Z(A); i lX,<p!-'l=p}; 
.<-1 -<-1 
(6.11) 
here, the lX.< are subject to lX.<;;;.. 0, ~ lX.< = 1. In other words, one represents 
the given point p in all possible ways as a convex linear combination of 
all the points p<1>, ... , p!•>, (not only of the extreme points of P). After-
wards, one forms the corresponding linear combinations of the z!-'l (that 
is, of the {nt1} attached to p!'->). 
One may be also interested in all the (not necessarily symmetric) 
systems {Pti} E II= II1 which lead to a given point p E P in the sense 
that 
(6.12) 
These {Pii} correspond precisely to the mating schemes which would be 
consistent with the type distribution p, and moreover, would yield this 
same type distribution for the first generation offspring. 
As explained in Section 5, compare (5.14), the answer is as follows. 
Select any (symmetric) {niJ} in Il8 which gives rise to the type distri-
bution (for instance, in the manner indicated by (6.11)). Next, let L1 be 
any real number satisfying JL1J.;;;; min (n12, n2a, na1) and form 
(6.13) 
L1 
0 
-L1 
-L1) L1 • 
0 
Clearly, the resulting system {Pti} is in II and satisfies (6.12). Conversely, 
every such system {Pii} is obtained in this way, (in fact, precisely once). 
Let us first consider the so-called classical case (6.2), where the matrix 
defined by (6.6) is as follows: 
(6.14) 
.25 0 0 
-.50 0 0 
.25 0 0 
-.50 0) 
1.00 0 . 
-.50 0 
Thus B is of rank 1 while the system (6.7) is equivalent to the single 
equation 
Z2 = 2zs, that is, n22 = 4nl3· 
We conclude that lis is essentially equal to the collection of all ordered 
sets of five nonnegative numbers (z1, za, Z4, zs, zs) such that 
Z1 +za+z4+ 3zs+zs= 1; 
(afterwards, one can put Z2=2zs). Clearly, lis is a 4-dimensional simplex 
with five extreme points z<ll, ... , z<S> corresponding to choices Z1= 1, zs=i, 
za= 1, Z4= 1, zs= 1, respectively. The corresponding points p!-'l =Tz!-'l 
p<3) 
p(4) 
pa 
1 
6 
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Fig. l. 
p<ll = (1,0) 
p<2l=(i,t) 
p<3l=(O,l) 
p<4l=(O,t) 
p<5l =(!,O) 
1 
(.A.= 1, ... , 5), compare (6.8), are given in Fig. 1. Afterwards, we find P 
as the smallest convex set containing these five points p<J.l; thus, P 
corresponds to the shaded region in Fig. 1. It so happens that the 
p<"l are all extreme points of P. 
Given the point p = (p1, pa) in P, the set of symmetric {nii} corresponding 
top is given by (6.11). Thus, it suffices to determine which convex linear 
combinations of p<I>, ... , p<S> are equal to p. That is, we must find the 
5-tuples (£X1, ... , £Xs) of nonnegative numbers such that 
5 I £X;.Pic"l=p~c, for k= 1, 2, 3; 
t.~l 
(these equations m turn imply that I iXt. = 1). Equivalently, the 1Xt.> 0 
must satisfy 
+ 1 +1 -£XI 6£X2 21Xs- PI, 
i£X2 + i-£X4 + i-£Xs = p2, 
i-1X2 + £Xa + i-£X4 = pa. 
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Solving for <Xl, <Xz, <Xa, we find 
(6.15) 
<Xt = Pt- !- Pz + i<X4- t<X5, 
<Xz = i pz- t<X4- t<X5, 
<Xa = - !- Pz + Pa- t<X4 + i<X5. 
Hence, all we have to do is to choose ,x4 > 0 and ,x5 > 0 such that 
- iX4 + 3<X5 < 8pl- 2p2, 
+ iX4 + iX5 < 2p2, 
3<X4- <X5 < - 2pz + Spa; 
(this is possible if and only if p E P; it may be worthwhile to determine 
the extreme points of the corresponding region in the (<X4, <X5)-plane). 
Afterwards, <Xt, <X2 and <Xa are found from ( 6.15), while z = _2 ,x"'z(-"l de-
termines the :rtiJ = :rt}i· More precisely, 
(6.16) nu=<Xt, 
nza = -!<X4, 
nzz = j,xz, 
1 n1a = 6 <X2, 
naa=<Xa, 
:rtl2 = -!<X5. 
For example, one finds in this way that each of the following {niJ} will 
reproduce the special distribution Pt = pa = !-, P2 =-!: 
( ~ 1 ~) (J_! !)· l 0 8 12 0 6 
The average of the first two would yield the usual random mating 
{:rttJ=PtPJ}· 
We now return to the general case (6.6). We want to investigate the 
extreme points of the compact and convex set Il8 , equivalently, the 
extreme rays of the closed convex cone 
Il:={z: Bz=O, z;>O, z#O}. 
Recall that the rows of B are linearly dependent, in fact _2 bkh = 0. Let 
k 
the h-th column of B be represented by the planar vector Bh = (bv~, b2h) 
with coordinates x = bth, y = b2h. Then we are interested in nonnegative 
numbers z1, ... , zs such that z1B1 + ... + zsBs = 0. The symmetry of the 
present problem becomes clearer if one replaces the requirement Bz = 0 by 
the equivalent requirement Qz = 0. Here, Q = (qkh) is the 2 x 6 matrix 
defined by 
(6.17) q1h=-l V3(blh+bzh), 
qzh = i(bth- b2h)· 
Let further Qh denote the planar vector with coordinates x = q1h, y = qzh· 
A non-zero vector z = (z1, ... , zs)' is in II.* precisely when z1Q1 + ... + z6Q6 = 0 
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and moreover, Z1:>0, ... , zs;;;;.O. Consider a fixed z in II,*. Clearly, the 
Q, with Zn > 0 are linearly dependent. If I z,Q, = 0, is essentially the 
only relation between these Qh, then z is a minimal point of II.*, that 
is, it determines an extreme ray {~Xz: ~X> 0} of II,*, and conversely (compare 
Lemma 3.2). In particular, Zh>O can hold for at most 3 of the indices 
h= 1, ... , 6, thus we can distinguish between the following three types of 
minimal points of II,* (or the corresponding extreme points of II8 ). Note 
that in the following definitions it is allowed to replace all Qh by B,. 
(I) The type I minimal points z where z, > 0 holds for only one index h. 
The corresponding vector Qh must be equal to 0, that is, q1h = q2n = 0. 
(II) The type II minimal points where z, > 0 holds for precisely two 
indices h, say r and s. Here, Qr and Q8 are non-zero vectors such that 
ZrQr+z8Q8 =0 (Zr>O, z8 >0). In particular, the vectors Qr and Q8 are on 
the same line but they point in opposite directions. Conversely, any pair 
of opposite non -zero Qh will lead to a unique extreme ray Of II,*. 
(III) The type III minimal points where z, > 0 holds for precisely 
three indices h, say, r, s and t. Further, Qr, Q8 and Qe must be such that 
(6.18) (zr>O, Zs>O, Zt>O), 
while there is essentially no other linear relation between Qr, Q6 and Qe. 
That is, these three vectors are all non-zero, no two on the same straight 
line. Conversely, if three vectors have the latter property and, moreover, 
they admit a relation (6.18) then, letting Zn=O for h ¢ {r, s, t}, one obtains 
a minimal point z of II,*. Said in a different way, three vectors Qr, Q8 
and Qe lead to an (essentially unique) type III minimal point z of II,* 
if and only if there exists no closed half plane containing all these three vectors. 
Here, and further on, when we speak of an open or closed half plane we 
shall always mean a subset of the (x, y)-plane defined by a relation of 
the form ax+by>O or ax+by;;;;.O, respectively. 
In view of this, it is important to know the possible directions of each 
of the six vectors Qh. By (6.6), the pair (b1s, b2s) can take any value in 
the triangle x;;;;.O, y;;;;.O, x+y<l. Each of the other pair~ (blh, b2a) de-
scribes a certain translate of this triangle. Applying the transformation 
(6.17), we find that Qs describes the equilateral triangle IYI .;;;xf V3<! 
having its sides equal to l. Each Q, can take any value in a certain 
translate Rh of this equilateral triangle, the six triangles Rh forming a 
certain geometrical pattern which is invariant under a rotation of 2nf3 
about the origin. Most important are the possible values of the argument 
2n0h of Qh, (h= 1, ... , 6). Observe that Oh is defined only up to the addition 
of an integer. It is easily seen that the possible values (modulo 1) of ()h 
are given by 
101- il < lz-, 104-{l<l, 
(6.19) 102-il <lz-, 105-{l <!, 
IOsl <-lz-, IOs-il <l· 
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Here, On is undefined if Qn = 0. For i = 1, 2, 3, Qi = 0 happens if and only 
if /m=1, (Q1=0 if /n=1, etc.). Further, Q4 =0 iff /2a2=/2aa=l (that is, 
/2a=h2a=l), similarly, for Q5 and QG. 
We know, see (2.29}, that there is always at least one system {:nii} in 
II with n2a = n1a = n12 = 0. Hence, there must exist an extreme point z 
of II, with Z4 = Z5 = ZG = 0. The precise situation is as follows. 
(i) Let 1<i<3. Then Qi=O if and only if /ui=l. In this case there 
is a type I extreme point z such that Zn > 0 only for h = i. 
(ii) Let 1<j<k<3. Then Q1, Qk lead to a type II extreme point z 
(with Zn>O iff hE {j, k}) provided QJ, Qk are non-zero (fiii<1, /kkk<1) 
and of opposite directions, 61-0k=l (modulo 1). By (6.19}, the latter 
can happen only for one special value of (Jk· For instance, if j = 1 and k = 2 
then necessarily 61 = / 2 , 62 = {2 (both Q1 and Q2 on the y-axis}, which in 
turn is equivalent to hu = h22 = 0. 
(iii) None of these happens precisely when /iii< 1 for all i and, more-
over, /iik+/iik>O for each cyclic permutation (i, j, k) of (1, 2, 3). ',l'hen 
Q1, Q2, Qa a:r:e all non-zero, no two of them being of opposite direction. 
It is clear from (6.19} that Q1, Q2, Qa cannot even be in the same closed 
half plane, hence, they must lead to a (unique) extreme point of lis, 
necessarily of type III. 
(iv) For v= 1, 2, 3, let nv denote the number of extreme points z of 
Il8 of the v-th type, such that Z4=Z5=ZG=O. Clearly, the nv are non-
negative integers such that 1 < n1 + 2n2 + 3na < 3. These inequalities are 
satisfied by exactly six different triplets (n1, n2, n3 ), and each of these 
six triplets can, in fact, occur. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let Qr, Qs, Qt be such that they give rise to a type III 
extreme point of lis. Then for each g= 1, ... , 6 there is a unique extreme 
point of II8 involving Qg (that is, Zg>O) but not involving any Qn with 
h ¢ {r, s, t, g}. In particular, lis must have .at least four extreme points. 
Proof. If Qg= 0, then necessarily Zn= 0 for each h ¢ g and we are 
ready, thus, suppose that Qg # 0. Recall that Qr, Qs, Qt are non-zero, 
such that no closed half plane contains all three of them. If Qg is opposite 
Qr (so that together they determine a type II extreme point) then the 
set { Qg, Qs, Qt} is contained in some open half plane so that there can 
be no other extreme points deriving from this set. Similarly, if Qg is 
opposite of Q8 or Qt. If not, then for a unique pair chosen from {Qr, Q8 , Qt} 
we have that no closed half plane contains both Qg and the pair; the 
resulting triplet gives rise to a type III extreme point. 
Let us determine exactly when lis consists of a single (extreme) point z. 
By Lemma 6.1 this extreme point cannot be of type III. Therefore, it 
is either of type I (deriving from Qi = 0 for some 1 < i < 3) or of type II 
(deriving from a pair QJ, Qk with 1 <j <k<3). 
In the first case (where Qi=O due to /ui=1), in order that there be 
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no further extreme points, it is necessary and sufficient that all the re-
maining Q, (h#i) are non-zero and located in one and the same open 
half plane (see also Corollary 5.2). This situation is quite possible; (for 
instance, start with the matrix (6.14) and change the last four columns 
slightly so as to achieve that b11c > b3k for k = 3, 4, 5, 6). 
In the second case, there will always be some further extreme points. 
Suppose for instance that Q1 and Q2 are non-zero and opposite each other 
so that they are both located on the y-axis. If there were no further 
extreme points, then the four points Q3, ... , Qs would all have to be 
strictly on one side of the y-axis. However, from (6.19), Q3 is always in 
the right half plane, while Qs is always in the left half plane. 
As a corollary, we have that lis contains more than one point as soon 
as lui< 1 for all i= 1, 2, 3. 
One may also ask when there exists an index g= 1, ... , 6 such that 
z9 > 0 for each z E lis; (it would correspond to a type of couple (k, l) 
present in all equilibrium situations). It is an easy consequence of 
Lemma 3.1 (with A replaced by B, J replaced by the set of h= 1, ... , 6 
with h#g) that this is the case precisely when all the Q, with h#g are 
non-zero and located in some open half plane. Necessarily g E {1, 2, 3} 
since there is always an extreme point not involving Q4, Q5 or Qs. 
Let me stress again, that in most of the above comments, it is allowed 
to replace (in a consistent manner) the Q, by B,= (bu, b211,). 
Let us finally give a few examples where lis has 8 extreme points; (it 
can be shown that for no choice of the /tik whatsoever does Il8 have 
more than 8 extreme points). 
Using Lemma 6.1, with Q, replaced by B,, it is easily seen that Il8 
has 8 extreme points as soon as: (i) each B, is non-zero; (ii) no two B, 
are opposite each other (hence, B1, B2, B3 lead to a type III extreme 
point); (iii) no closed half plane contains all the three vectors B4, B5, Bs. 
A sufficient condition for (i)-(iii) is that /13>!, 133>0; (/12>!, (Jn>O; 
h23 > !, h22 > 0 (simultaneously). Another (rather special) example, where 
(i)-(iii) hold is found by choosing the ltik as follows. 
ll 22 33 23 31 12 
(6.20) I i 0 .l ! t .l 3 2 
g l ]! 0 .l 1 1 4 2 3 4 
h 0 .l i 1 .l ! 4 6 2 
Here, B1=B5=(-!, !), B2=Bs=(O, -!), B3=B4=(!, 0). Also, 3B1+ 
+4B2+ 3B3=0, yielding 8 extreme points of the type z= (-{0 , 1\, -{0 , 0, 0, 0). 
Applying (6.8), one obtains 8 points such as (p1, p3) = (.3, .3), which to-
gether span P. Two of these (including (.3, .3)) turn out to be interior 
points of P, but they are still quite important, compare the remark 
following (6.11). 
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For the present special case, the precise situation is as follows; II, is 
essentially a 3-dimensional rectangular region O.;;;:z1.;;;: .3, O.;;;:zz< .4, 
0 .;;;:z3.;;;: .3; (afterwards, zs = (.3) -Zt, Z6 = (.4) -z2, z4 = (.3) -z3). Further, 
(6.8) allows us to determine the "shadow" of this rectangular block as 
seen on the (pt, p3)-plane. Only 6 of the original 8 vertices show up in 
this shadow. 
REMARK. The reader may enjoy studying the following special case. 
Namely, let us modify the classical case (6.2) by allowing mutations. More 
precisely, let us assume that at the moment of fertilization each gene w 
or W has a probability O<e< 1 of changing into the opposite gene W 
or w, respectively. 
It turns out that in this case the matrix B has its rank equal to 3, 
while the region I/8 has still 5 extreme points. However, the region P 
reduces to an interval 
In particular, no equilibrium is possible unless the gene ratio is equal 
to l. In fact, even in the more general case that the mutations W __,.. w 
and w __,.. W happen with probabilities e1 and ez, respectively, it is obvious 
that in any equilibrium the gene ratio Wfw must be equal to ez/e1. 
7. The non-stationary case. 
In the present section, we shall discuss the behavior of the type distri-
bution from generation to generation and its convergence toward an 
equilibrium. It will be assumed again that m=n, that /iik=(/ifk, .! /iik= 1, 
for all i, j, k= 1, ... , n, and that c= 1 (no spinsters). k 
By a system of mating we mean here a function {Gii( ·)} on the set 
S,.={p=(pl, ... ,p,.):pi:>O, .!Pi=1} 
which assigns to each pES,. (that is, to each type distribution p) a system 
{Gi1(p); i, j = 1, ... , n} of n2 nonnegative numbers satisfying 
" " (7.1) .! Gii(P) =Pi , I Gij(p)=pi,, 
i=l i=l 
(i,j=1, ... ,n). It is also required that G~,i(P)=O for each (i,j) EF. 
A (large) population is said to follow this system of mating if it behaves 
as follows. 
(i) Let the size of the t-th generation offspring (t=O, 1, 2, ... ) be 
denoted by 2Nt. Then this generation consists of Nt males and Nt females 
who proceed to form Nt couples in the following manner. 
(ii) Let p<t> =(Pit>, ... , p~') denote the type distribution of this t-th 
generation. Then among the above Nt couples precisely a fraction Gi1(p<t>) 
is of type (i, j), this for each choice of i, j = 1, ... , n. 
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In particular, these fractions are uniquely determined by the type 
distribution on hand. It also follows that the type distributions of the 
(t + l )-th generation is given by 
n n 
(7.2) p~+u = ! ! GtJ(p<t>) /tile, 
i=l i=l 
(k= l, ... , n). Formula (7.2) allows us to compute the p<t> (t= l, 2, ... ) in 
a recursive manner, given the type distribution p<O> of the original popu-
lation. 
If p<t> converges to a limit p = (p1, ... , Pn) as t ---+ oo then this limit p 
is easily seen to belong to the collection P of equilibrium distributions. 
That is, p is a type distribution with the special property that there 
exists a "corresponding" system {Pii} of nonnegative numbers such that 
n n 
(7.3) P1c= L L Pii/iJic, (k= l, ... , n). 
i=l i=l 
Here, "corresponding" means that 
n 
(7.4) L Pii=Pi , 
i=l 
n 
L Pii=Pi, 
i=l 
(i, j = l, ... , n). If the functions Gi1( ·) are continuous, then one such a 
corresponding system would be 
(7.5) (i,j=l, ... ,n). 
Conversely, see (2.27), know ingonly that the functions Gii( ·) are con-
tinuous, one can already say that there exists at least one p E Sn such 
that the numbers Pii defined by (7.5) satisfy (7.3) and (7.4) (hence, pEP). 
Let En be a closed subset of Sn. By a partial system of mating valid 
in En, we shall mean a system {Gi1( ·)} of nonnegative functions on En, 
such that: (i) we have (7.1) for each pEEn; (ii) if p<t> E En, then 
p<t+l) E En, where p<t+l) is defined by (7.2). 
Intuitively, this means that a population, whose type distribution 
happens to be in the set En, is allowed to adopt the method of mating 
{GiJ( · )}. For, if it does then each subsequent generation will in turn have 
its type distribution p<t> in En, which is necessary in order that the 
method of mating {Gij( ·)} be applicable to each of these generations. 
In the remainder of the present section, it will be assumed that /tile= /iilc· 
In that case, replacing Gii(P) by 
Gii(P) = l[Gii(P) +GJi(P)], 
we may as well assume that the system {Gi1( ·)} is symmetric (compare 
also (7.2) and the discussion following (5.11)). Ordering the admissible 
pairs ex= ( i, j) with l <, i <, j <, n as cx.1, cx.2, ••• , ex'"''' we may represent the 
symmetric system {GiJ(p)} by a system offunctions {G1(p), G2(p), ... , G'"',(p)} 
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(on Sn or En). Namely, in a manner analogous to (5.16), we shall take 
Gn=Gii if IXn=(i, i) (7.6) 
=2Gii if IXn=(i, j), with i<j. 
As in (5.18), let us put 
(7.7) 
when IXn=(i, j). Then (7.2) is equivalent to 
(7.8) 
compare (5.21)). 
Let a denote the rank of the matrix B=(bkn) and put o=n-a, (o>1). 
Thus, the system 
(7.9) h= 1, ... , fh 1 , 
has o linearly independent solutions (~1, ... , ~n). Further, given the point 
p<O> = (pi0>, ••• , p~>), let M(p<Ol) denote the set of all points p = (p1, ... , Pn) 
such that 
n n 
(7 .10) L ~kPk= L ~kPk0>, 
k-1 k-1 
for each solution (~r, ... , ~n) of (7.8). Clearly M(p<O>) is a flat of dimension 
a= n-o going through the point p<O>. In view of L bkn = 0, an obvious 
k 
solution of (7. 9) is given by ~1 = ... = ~n = 1; correspondingly, L Pk = L p~0> 
for each p E M(p<O>). 
Now consider a partial system of mating {G1(p), G2(p), ... },valid in En, 
and a population employing this system of mating. In particular, p<t> E En 
for all t > 0, where p<t> denotes the type distribution of the t-th generation. 
Let (~1, ... , ~n) be a solution of (7.9). Multiplying (7.8) by ~k and summing 
we obtain that 
for all t=O, 1, 2, .... We conclude that 
(7.11) p<t> EM(po) for each t=O, 1, 2, .... 
Here M(po) is precisely the flat of dimension a defined above. Note that 
the "invariant" flat M(po) depends only on the set numbers fiJk, and 
not the particular mating system on hand. 
The above information is often quite useful in computing all the type 
distributions p<t>=(Pit>, ... ,p~>), (t==1, 2, ... ), given p<O>. Namely, (7.11) 
tells us that p<t> is automatically restricted to a known a-dimensional 
flat. Hence we only need to keep track of a suitable set of a coordin~tes 
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P~i, p~~, ... , p~~, (a<n), instead of the full set of n coordinates p~>, 
(k= 1, ... , n). 
As an important illustration, let n=3 and let the /iilc be as in (6.2). 
Then the matrix B is of the form (6.14) and thus of rank a= 1. The present 
system (7.9) is equivalent to the single equation ~1 -2~2 +~a=0. This 
equation has the linearly independent solutions (1, 1, 1) and (1, 0, -1) 
so that (7.11) is equivalent to 
(7.12) 
(briefly, Llp1=Lipa= -!Lipz). 
Since n = 3, a partial mating system consists of a closed set .Ea C Sa 
and functions Gii = Gti(P) ;;;. 0 on L'a such that 
(7.13) 
is symmetric and satisfies !, Gti(P) =Pi· Moreover, given p<t> in .Ea, the 
point p<t+I> determined by (7.2) must also be in .Ea. Recall that (7.2) 
can be rewritten as (7.8). It follows from (7.12) that we only need to 
consider the case k=3 of (7.8), which is of the form 
(7.14) 
In fac~1 by (6.14), baz=!, bas=-!, bak=O otherwise, hence, 
H(p) = !Gz(p)- !Gs(p) 
= !Gzz(p) -G1a(p). (7.15) 
Assuming that p<O> is given, and applying (7.12), we have that in (7.14) 
the quantity H(p<t>) is a known function of p~'· Thus (7.14) allows us 
to compute the numbers p~t> (t= 1, 2, ... ) in a recursive manner. Further, 
note that, by (7.14), the set 
(7.16) {p E L'a: H(p)=O} 
is precisely the set of all type distributions p which are stable under the 
given system of mating. 
As a specific illustration, suppose that the matrix (Gti(P)) is of the 
special form 
(7.17) 
This matrix is symmetric and has the correct row sums. In order that 
it be nonnegative, .!'3 should be a subset of the triangular region 
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0 <Pl <.pa <. t· Since p~t>- p~t> is constant from generation to generation, 
we may as well take 
(7.18) 
where d is a fixed constant satisfying 0 <. d <. t· 
In the present case, (7.15) reduces to 
Thus, the equilibrium set (7.16) reduces to the single point p~00>=jd+{, 
(p~oo> = p~oo>- d). Moreover, (7.14) yields that p~+l> = - !P~t> + d + t· 
Equivalently, 
(7.19) 
showing that p~t>-+ p~oo> rapidly and in an oscillating fashion. Using 
(7.19), one also easily verifies the basic condition that p<t> E I'a imply 
p<t+l> E I'a. 
Next, consider the well-known (so-called random) mating system 
(i, j= 1, 2, 3). 
Here, one can take 
I'a= {(p~, Pa): pa-Pl =d, d<.pa<.!(1 +d), Pa> 0}, 
with d as a fixed constant satisfying -1-<.d<. +l. Further, (7.15) reduces 
to 
H(p)=!p;-plpa, 
= !(1 +d-2pa)2-plpa= !(1 +d)2-pa. 
Hence, (7.14) yields 
(7.20) p~> = !(1 +d)2 for all t;:;.l. 
In other words, (and as is well-known), with random mating already the 
first generation offspring will have an equilibrium distribution, namely, 
p~OO) = (1- (J2), P~OO) = 2{1(1- {J), 
where {J=(1+d)/2, O<.{J<.l. Note that in the (p~,pa)-plane, this equi-
librium corresponds to the point where the line pa-Pl = d intersects the 
parabola with equation H(p)=O. An equivalent equation would be 
VP1 +Vpa= l. 
As a final example, suppose that a proportion 0<£X< 1 of the popu-
lation mates with each other according to the scheme ( 7 .17), while the 
remaining individuals mate at random with each other. More precisely, 
let 0 <£X< 1 be fixed and take 
(7.21) 
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where the a;1 (p) are as in (7.I7), while a;; (p)=PiPi· We further take 
.Ea as the set of points (p~, pa) satisfying 
pa-pl=d, d<.pa<.e. 
We shall take d to be nonnegative. Further, d and e must satisfy 
d<.e<.(I+d)/2. Finally, d and e must be such that p<t> E l:'a implies 
Gi1(p<t>);;;. 0 and p<t+1> E l:'a; (these conditions will be discussed below). 
We already know how p<t+l) depends on p<t> in the special cases <X= I 
and <X=O, see (7.19) and (7.20). Consequently, we have in the present 
case that 
p~tH> =<X( -!p~t> +d+t) + (1-<X){1 +d)2/4, 
(t=O, I, 2, ... ).It follows that p~> converges rapidly and in an oscillating 
fashion to the number 
p~00 > ={J(jd +{)+(I- {J){I +d2)/4, 
where {3=3<X(2+<X)-1, 0<{3<1. In particular, if d=p~oo>_p~oo> varies 
then the corresponding limit point (p~00>, p~00>) will describe a full arc 
of a certain parabola, (the parabola itself depending on <X). 
It remains to see what pairs of constants d and e (satisfying 0 <. d <. e <. 
<.(I +d)/2) are admissible. Using the above results it is not hard to see 
that the following two conditions on d and e are not only necessary but 
also sufficient; (i) if p~t> = d, then we must have p~tH> <. e; (ii) if p~t> = e, 
then we must have G22(p<t>);;;. 0. Note that (i) is equivalent to the inequality 
e;;;.h(d), where 
Finally, (ii) is equivalent to 
<X( I- 2e) + (I-<X)(I +d- 2e)2;;;. 0, 
which amounts to an inequality of the form e<,/2(d), where 
The value d is possible only when h{d)<./2(d); the latter turns out to 
be the case if and only if O<,d<.do, where do=(I+V~)-1>!. In fact, 
/1(0)=!-, /2(0)=!, /I(do)=/2(do)=do; while d</I(d)</2(d)<(I+d)/2 when 
O<d<do. 
Therefore, any number O<,d<.do is possible (where d=pa-PI). Given 
such a number d one can choose the upper bound e on pa as any number 
satisfying fr(d)<,e<./2(d), and no other values e are possible. The choice 
e=l is only possibly when /I(d)<.!, that is, when d<_d~, where d1= 
=(1+V2-<X)-1. Note that d1<!. 
(To be continued) 
